
Monsoons foil Titans quest for repeat CIF-SS titles with road victory & earn 2AA finals 
berth: 

 
Mayfair:         12-14-23-13=62 (25-6 Overall) #10 seed 2AA 
Notre Dame:  12-15-18-10=55 (21-11 Overall) #3 Seed 2AA 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Riverside,CA (The Golden Dome/Notre Dame HS)-- 
 
It sometimes is amazing how a great game can be marred by poor fan behavior. That was the 
case on Saturday evening as Mayfair High School visited Notre Dame in a CIF-SS boys 
basketball division 2AA semifinal. A boisterous section of Monsoon supporters crossed the line 
during opening quarter action with their comments towards Titan players. That behavior 
necessitated the two Riverside police officers assigned for security to approach the scorers 
table after Notre Dame administrators warned a section of fans they'd be ejected if it continued. 
Those fans threatened to riot if there was an ejection but eventually calmed down to the point 
where play could be resumed.  
 
On court both teams fought hard and showed they were worthy of playing in a semifinal but it 
was Mayfair who used a 12-4 third quarter run to regain the lead at 46-44 en route to a 62-55 
victory.  
 
Neither team could grab control after eight minutes as the Titans and Monsoons were tied at 12 
apiece. Notre Dame took a 8-5 lead with 5:25 left off Dondre Bausley's layup. Amir Kirkwood 
successfully completed a three point play while Michael Ofoegbu scored on a dunk & runner in 
the lane to force a tied score with one act down.  
 
A 6-0 Monsoons run covering 1:42 put Mayfair up 18-12 with 6:18 until halftime. Two dunks 
from Josh Christopher & Ofoegbu along with a Josh Calvin layup provided the scoring in that 
stretch. Pierce Sterling put the Titans on his back and carried them to a 27-26 halftime lead with 
11 second quarter points including a three pointer at the buzzer.  
 
Notre Dame was able to stretch their lead to 42-34 with 2:59 left in the third quarter off six points 
from Sterling (two layups & a elbow jump shot), a free throw line jumper from Anthony Holland, 
and Luis Perez layup. Christopher hit two three pointers 40 seconds apart to pull the Monsoons 
within two points at 42-40 with two minutes left. A Kirkwood three pointer with 50 seconds left 
put the Monsoons in front 45-44 and another from Christopher put them up 49-45 with three 
quarters gone.  
 
A Holland three pointer and baseline jumper tied the score at 54 with 3:40 to go. Then a 
Christopher jumper combined with single free throws from Calvin and Ofoegbu put the 



Monsoons up 58-54 with just under two minutes remaining. Bausley split a pair of free throws 
with 1:43 left to make it a three point Mayfair lead at 58-55. Christopher was 2-2 on free throws 
which combined with Ofoegbu’s layup with fifteen seconds left was what finally put this game 
out of reach at 62-55. The Monsoons move onto next weekend's final where they'll meet 
Rancho Cucamonga ,a 62-59 winner over Valencia, likely at Azusa Pacific University next 
Friday or Saturday. Site and date assignments to be made next week.  
 
Notre Dame coach Rob Robinson said after the loss “At halftime we were trying to work on what 
would happen if things got chaotic because I knew no matter how much I yelled they weren't 
going to be able to hear set calls. This type of environment can be overwhelming and you have 
to prepare for it. I figured if we ever got up that's what it would be like and it was a great crowd 
to play in front of but we just didn't execute in the chaos.” 
 
Monsoons coach Tony Davis spoke after the win and remarked “At half I thought we gave away 
too many points by not finishing defensive possessions or sticking to assignments. We felt like 
as a staff 12 or 15 points they were able to score were our fault. After three games this week we 
need a day or two to let the emotions settle back down and rest. We traveled quite well tonight 
and I was impressed to see that many folks who made the trip to support this team.”  
 
Monsoon Notables:  
Josh Christopher>>23 pts  
Michael Ofoegbu>>20 pts  
Three Point Makes: Kirkwood (1), Cabs (1), Christopher (2),  
 
Titan Notables: 
Pierce Sterling>>23 points  
Anthony Holland>>19 points  
Three Point Makes: Sterling (3), Holland (1)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


